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Abstract  
One of the main aims of this paper it to present implications and correlation between economy, religion, and electronic 
environment in Information Communication Technologies to develop a basic understanding of the field's ontology, by 
incorporating Web epistemology and theory. By focusing attention on the electronic environment, websites, as the main object of 
study and by presenting the hidden socio-economic and political aspects that govern this environment structural and operational, 
this paper offers an investigation and analyze of cyber economic and religious blend. 
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1. Introduction 
Following the dinamism that life knows at present, we consider an essential condition for the harmony that 
economics enlarges the sphere of investigation so that besides the current reocupation with mathematical patters and 
statistic analysis it takes the effort to study some problems in some areas we consider of vital importance such as eco 
and bio economy and themes that have not been tackled too much so far such as antropology, ethics and others. 
By appoaching a new analysis outlook, namely one that came from orthodox theology we expect an enlargement 
of the horizon regarding the economic problem, and this has to do with the appeal to the belief of the eastern 
orthodox forefathers concerning the human being.  
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The research on the Bible along the years has brought interesting explanations regarding the events signaled in its 
pages. Of the pages ideas for the economic doctrines are picked out and these are influenced by religious 
monotheism, by principles and ethical values, by migration, wars and economic cooperation. The best proof in this 
respect is consigned in one of the tables discovered at Ebla where there is a registration of the sale regarding the 
right of the first born as if had happened according to the Bible with the two sons of Isaac, Esau and Jacob. The 
latter, Jacob Israel founder of the people with the same name bought from his elder brother this important right of 
success for one dish outlining an important demonstration for power as far as consumerism is meant to be at the 
basis of theories regarding the legimity of collecting interest in credit operations (Johnson, 1990). 
In a recent article Grigore Pirosca (2012) gives a biblical matrix of economy and we do consider the following 
fragment: In the first book of kings, things start to change in the Hebrew view regarding the precious metals. When 
Josua adresses Ruben and Manase after their return fom the Jordan he tells them: you return with wealth to your 
metals ore and more goods with direct use in consumption come up such as cattle, clothes, mostly metals out of 
which some to
saying according to which a sovereign is reach if he rules over a wealthy state, and a state is wealty if it has rich 
people, man is rich in the Bible if he has 
Carmel. He had three thousand sheep and one thousand goats (I Kings, 25.2). Representing wealth only by precious 
metals is no longer a priority. 
2. Features for relation religion economy in electronic environment 
production factors , labour and nature and the assets too: at that time sheep, oxes, camels. Sheep and cows are 
animals though which wealth is being reported along civilisations that are to folloe during ancient age and 
afterwards during the middle age. With the Romans the barter is to take place in cows and hence the root of the term 
pecuniary, and the cows will represent the food standard for semitic civilisations, Jew, Arabs, Indoeuropeans. 
(Rogojanu, Angela, 2009).  
The fascinacion for precious metals continuous to be stated. The ark of laws, the table, the candlestick, the tent, 
the sanctuary, the holy garments are all gold made chapter 25. The Egyptians learn to no longer value precious 
metals, after the Great Starvation and after the Great Crisis and this allows the Israelites to keep their supplies of 
gold when getting out of Egypt. 
This is a situation that was noted in the Book of Books and ready to repeat, and this is a reason to grand attention 
so that such mistakes should not repeat again. We are so close to this situation and this means that we must bring it 
forth again.  
Silver, that makes the Egyptians consider rich is the source of their misfortunes. Instead of enlarging the 
agricultural facilities for greayer production or infrastructure, barns to allow the stocking of greater reserves, the 
Egyptians comply with the fact that they own the precious metal, with no viable program for investment and the 
situation was to be repeated along the centuries and bringing about the collapse of decadent merchantiles empires 
such as Spain, Habsbourg empire, Otoman Empire. In this way one can reach the situation to buy wheat on a market 
with low peices and under such conditions the initial profit aquired by bartering the wheat on silver might have 
disapeared. 
If they had not merchandized and exported so many resources, they could not have remained rich but hungry as 
professor Dan Popescu states in thier organic fusion between to have and to be (Popescu , 2011). This is an updated 
problem that peoples repeat without taking into account history lessons. We should not forget the cyclicity of history 
and of economy and if we were more careful to such things then the outcomes of the present crises will be smaler 
and of those following too.  
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If things were like this in history it becomes interesting to analyse the image of present generations. Now thins 
are to be changed. An important percentage of the present generations were radically influenced by the third wave of 
Alvin Tofler who did changed the world. 
As Alvin Toffler says, the "third wave" will generate a wealth \ more than they ever did or industrialism peasant 
economies. This could enhance not only money but also the human wealth, wealth unexpressed that create our 
erature, so we can say that the 
digital economy is an irreversible process that opens up new perspectives of development, providing great 
opportunities for all areas, as demonstrated in other economies. Following this environment was provided solutions 
applicability in all areas that will allow: expanding competitive environment using digital economy so necessary to 
build and develop markets. 
Digital economy is a topical issue and the more it will be understood and implemented earlier by the whole 
population can grow even faster society. Moreover, developed countries are already an example in this respect, 
example that is recommended to follow. Sure depends not only on citizens, a big responsibility carries the govern 
ector, associations and organizations of all kinds, in other words, society as a 
whole. 
If things are developing so good in this direction all the others sectors will have to find their ways in this 
environment. 
There are several religions that start with 
Ethiopian Orthodox, Egyptian Orthodox, Egyptian Catholic, Estonian Orthodox, but there is something addressed to 
that the new generation regardless their religion, and we are talking about e-religion. 
The electronic environment offers a new special environment for e-commerce, e-democracy, e-justice, e-
government, and now e-religion. Religion in electronic environment has only lately initiated new trends that should 
be surveyed. 
If the internet has been used to reduce the discrepancy between the rural and the urban by rising the level of rural 
environmental for the mentioned segments (e-commerce, e-democracy, e-justice, e-government), regarding religion 
things are different and the internet is being used mostly to help churches in the urban area in their cultural, 
educational, pastoral and socio philantropic work. 
I considered natural that new technologies be used and a duty for public authorities to encourage and support the 
use of the internet as well as the digital teaching to boost development, communication and the education of 
population. 
In this respect, at the request of the Ministry for Information Society, the Romanian Patriarchate accepted and 
backs the roject to enlarge the network and the services of the internet in Romania by calling the attention on the 
dangers regarding this electronic environment in using the liberty of access with no responsibility, the information 
polution and the information criminality. 
It is not only the Romanian Patriarchate that is using this environment, but there are religions present and activre 
on the internet. For example according to French AFP agency Jorge mario , previously Bergoglio, now  Papa 
Francisc, became popular on the electronic network so the "followers" on Twitter has doubled, reaching 5 mil 
persons in only 3 weeks since his being pontificated. The account @pontifex , available in 9 languages, English 
included as well as Spanish,  French, Arabic, Latin, was launched on December 12 2012 by the ex pope Benedict 
XVIth. 
We can identify many pages on the internet where religion is present and presented from internet pages of 
different churches to the contradictory discussions on the blogs of the atheists. The electronic environment offered a 
support to be taken into consideration even for the religious environment  
There are more and more cases of churches where you can send donations and diptychs. The money arrives in 
their accounts for different cultural and social projects and this is not a bad thing. But the limits and borders are 
becoming difficult to observe. In this respect we do not believe that they must be extended to online confession.  
Some monks in Romanian monasteries travel a lot and abroad too and have learned to tally with our system of 
new information technologies and communication used in the West. Some of the monastery abbots have been 
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managing not quite well with the internet or even they have no internet at all and the messages in this case arrive on 
the stick or disk.  
The Patriarchy does not fully agree with these practices and does not accept the initiative of some inventive 
entrepreneurs who speculate the comfort and there is no control. There were cases when churches were on sites 
without their knowledge and the money was therefore embezzled. But we can see other directions too.(Serbu and 
Radu, 2013)  
The same discussions that are to find in the traditional environment are now carried on the electronic one, even 
tougher (see fig. 1). In this respect there is also a page on the internet on church of google,  
(http://thechurchofgoogle.com/). 
This page is the creation of a young Canadian who has got thousands of advocates who believe that between 
Google searching and God there is equality. On the official page of this we can read the following: we, members of 
the Google Church believe that the search for Google is the human form of God. We also believe that Google must 
get the name of God because it has all characteristics held by divinities ". 
 
 
Fig. 1. Google trends 
Source: http://www.google.com/trends/?hl=en 
The members of the Google church created 10 orders that can look like parody. You will not use the name 
Google to define searching at random. You will not make spelling mistakes when addressing the search. These are 
but two of the orders of the Ten Commandments created for the members in Canada.  
In order to prove the legitimate character of Google religion its members made a list with 9 sacred characteristics 
of research.   
 Google is omnipresent 
 Google is a omniscient entity that can be proved scientifically 
 Google answers prayers  
 Google can be immortal 
 Google is infinite  
 Google remembers all and everything  
 Google cannot do anything wrong 
 According to statistics  Google is more often looked for as words like God, Jesus, Islam,  
 The proofs for the existence of Google are numerous. (http://thechurchofgoogle.com/) 
searching. And this is how what can be considered a joke has more and more advocates, supporters and this justifies 
some reaction of the Romanian Orthodox representatives.  
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3. Conclusions 
We see the relation between economy and religion through bio-economy. The concept of bio-economy was used 
by N.G. Roegen (1906-1994) and is is considered to be the basis for an innovative sustainable economic model 
presented by Andrea Maneschi and Stefano Zamagni divided in two parts: an orthodox part and a heterodox 
(Maneschi and Zamagni, 1997 ). As a notorious student of E. Haeckel one of the greatest naturalists in Romania G. 
Antipa laid the basis and adds new and complex meanings fix bio-economy as interdisciplinary science and be does 
to harmonize the element of ecology and those of sustainable economy. The existent difference between the 
ecologic system and the economic one does not work out their moments of 
our planet Earth; ecology studies the correlations between Earth and inhabitants, the economy is looking to manage 
those relationships. As science, ecology has come into being for one century and during this period it has produces 
revelations that can allow economics manage the Planet better than they had done so far. Nowadays a new factor is 
more and more changing and reshaping the world, the internet. By a careful correlation of the economic, social, 
political religious plan a harmony so necessary to overcome the present critical situation can come into being. 
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